The Nurturing of Seagliders
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ABSTRACT. The National Oceanographic Partnership Program provided critical support to the development of Seaglider long-range autonomous underwater vehicles. This support enabled: (1) development and integration of chemical and biological sensors, (2) transition to low-power, bi-directional satellite communication, and (3) software upgrades to enhance capability and reliability. Sponsored improvements led to setting the mission endurance and range records for autonomous underwater vehicles, wide use by the oceanographic community, and licensing for commercialization.

INTRODUCTION
The development of Seagliders as economical long-range autonomous platforms for interdisciplinary ocean observations was initially supported through a National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) grant in 1999. NOPP sponsored the addition of chemical and biological sensing capability, integration of satellite communications, software development, and generally increasing the performance and reliability of Seagliders. The first Seaglider had yet to undertake an overnight mission when the NOPP proposal was submitted. By the time the NOPP funding was complete, Seagliders had amassed several years of at-sea experience in the open ocean, had set and reset the range and endurance records for all autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), had been replicated over 40 times, and were being furnished to and operated by various academic groups and the US Navy. What started as a platform for physical measurements has become an accepted tool for biological, optical, and chemical studies of the ocean.

Industrial partners for the NOPP Seaglider project were Western Environmental Technologies Laboratories Inc. (WET Labs) and Sea-Bird Electronics Inc.; government partners were the Washington Department of Ecology and the King County Department of Natural Resources; and academic partners were University of Washington (UW), University of Maine, and Oregon State University. The industrial partners developed and provided custom sensors for Seagliders, variants of which are now in wide use on other gliders and floats, thanks to their low power, small size, and hydrodynamically unobtrusive design.

NOPP supported the transition from cellular to satellite communication for data telemetry, through the bankruptcy of satellite providers and re-emergence of the industry with government contracts. The project developed the first submersible dual-use GPS/Iridium antenna, enabling Seagliders to venture globally. Thanks to Iridium's high speed and low cost, just two Seagliders at sea are able to return more data bytes daily, and at a tiny fraction of the cost per byte, than the entire Argo network of ~3000 profiling floats, which rely on the venerable Argos system.

NOPP-sponsored developments have brought sufficient technological maturation that Seagliders have become prodigious autonomous workhorses. A partial list of their uses includes making nearly continuous repeat sections across the boundary currents over the Washington continental slope for over five years to date, crisscrossing the Labrador Sea over all seasons, traversing the Kuroshio undisturbed by the passage of a typhoon, surveying eddies in the Gulf of Alaska, repeatedly surveying the Hawaii Ocean Time-series site, monitoring flows across the Iceland-Scotland Ridge, and following floats to observe the North Atlantic spring bloom. Outside academia, Seagliders have participated in several US Navy exercises. Demand has led to licensing this technology commercially. Thanks to the initial developments under NOPP, Seaglider technology is being extended to include work under ice, excursions to the bottom of the open deep ocean, and individual missions lasting over a year and running continuously.
THE NOPP ROLE

Most of what we know about the ocean historically has come from ship-based observations, and as all oceanographers know, ship time is a prized asset. We are always sad when we hear of a ship being laid up or having its schedule curtailed. We prefer not to see oceanographic ships in port, because that means they are not out gathering precious observations. Until about half a century ago, lowering an instrument over the side of a ship was the only practical means of observing the ocean's internal structure. Serendipitously, the need to predict storms led to stationing weather ships at a few remote at-sea locations for months at a time, thus providing an opportunity to repeatedly sample the sea using the same method in various locations. Over the last few decades, oceanographers learned to extend a ship's footprint in time by setting moorings to collect time series. Weather ships were retired when satellites obviated their need, and early promoters of ocean satellite observations teased that the alternative to satellite oceanography was an endless grid of moorings. Seawater being electromagnetically opaque ensured the continued need for moorings to observe the ocean interior through time, and for ships to both service moorings and to perform their customary surveys. None of these techniques is particularly thrifty, and one can argue that expensive access to the sea is the principal impediment to observing and ultimately understanding the ocean.

Motivated by such problems, oceanographers began in recent decades to develop autonomous and Lagrangian platforms and sensors. John Swallow is widely credited with recognizing the existence of mesoscale eddies from his pioneering Sargasso Sea float measurements in the 1960s. Subsequent developments led to broad use of related technologies, one great strength of which is the ability to establish distributed arrays of observing elements (Rudnick and Perry, 2003), something that can rarely be done with ships ("Overflow 1960," a nine-ship survey of the Iceland-Faroe Ridge is one of few examples; Tait, 1967). Today, over 3,000 profiling floats are distributed about the world ocean in the Argo program (see Roemmich, this issue), providing critical data on large-scale ocean properties and their responses to climate change. But, even at close to two orders of magnitude more platforms than there are research vessels, Argo floats are widely separated compared to what is requisite to resolve the smaller scales (i.e., eddies, fronts, filaments, and boundary currents that a turbulent ocean promulgates).

Enter gliders, the champion autonomous underwater vehicles in range and endurance. These little robots are the closest we have to inexpensive ships, platforms that can be directed to sample the ocean interior remotely. Thomas Curtin, while a program manager at the US Office of Naval Research (ONR), had the vision to establish a program to develop Autonomous Oceanographic Sampling Networks (AOSN) under the auspices of a Department of Defense Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative. About a quarter of the AOSN budget was devoted to glider development, giving birth to three distinct models, now known as Slocum, Spray, and Seaglider (Davis et al., 2002). As with all technologies, gliders have their own limitations (see Rudnick et al., 2004). This article focuses on the story of Seagliders (Figure 1) and the significant role NOPP played in their development.

In 1999, NOPP program officials had the foresight to issue a Broad Agency Announcement for “Ocean Observation Capabilities.” Among the elements it called for were "to develop and demonstrate ocean observational capabilities to establish the means for continuous high resolution measurements of oceanic processes," "for development and application of new sampling..."
techniques to improve the characterization of distributions, mechanisms, and rates of processes involving chemical and biological variables together with physical variables in the ocean,” “to develop 'smart' sampling tools based on real-time measurements” that offer “autonomous,” “long-term,” and “distributed approaches that provide a new observational capability for the ocean community,” and that use “innovative sensors and measurement techniques to obtain oceanographic variables (chemical, optical, biological) in 3-D space and time to augment physical variables.” Emphasis was to be placed on “developing the next generation of low cost instrumentation usable by the ocean research community.” Our response claimed brazenly that “work proposed here does all of this and more.” Luckily, we had help in proposal preparation from a former ONR program manager (and recall that he inserted that audacious claim).

The review panel expressed confidence in the proposed sensor suite, but had concerns about the platform. They worried whether the glider would “best considered a drifter with a controllable bias instead of a 'free swimmer’… Does the unattended glider pose a hazard to fishing gear? To boats and ships?”

After only two decades worth of days at sea and tracks through the ocean totaling but more than thrice Earth’s circumference, we can declare that Seagliders are robust surveyors of the ocean and not obvious hazards to navigation. It even may be argued that gliders assist navigation, which, after all, is the source of much of the military interest in them. We know of no case where a Seaglider has damaged a vessel or gear, but of a few where a Seaglider has been damaged by a surface vessel and one where a Seaglider found by fishermen in an outrigger canoe was bartered back with frozen meat and ice cream (Craig Lee, University of Washington, pers. comm., 2008). Fortunately, Seagliders’ exposure on the sea surface is typically a percent within Puget Sound, called Port Susan, just three days before the NOPP award was issued, confirming our confidence in this rapidly evolving technology.

The awkward original name was changed to the more descriptive Seaglider while the NOPP proposal was under consideration. In fact, while Seagliders have “held station” better than the watch circle of a surface mooring buoy, the survey mode has proven more powerful in providing a joint space-time description of oceanic features and processes. Alas, the name has become generic, just as Kleenex and Xerox entered the lexicon, but for a different reason: Seagliders do what the name suggests (rather than ever having held a monopoly). An article in a prominent newsweekly recently described the similar vehicles Slocum and Spray as “sea gliders,” although it omitted mention of Seagliders (The Economist, 2008).

NOPP support played a critical role in continuing Seaglider development, and it is to NOPP that the technology owes much of its success. As UW ocean engineer Jim Osse remarked, Seaglider is the first of his creations ever to be more than a “one-off.” To date, over 90 Seagliders have been built, and the technology was recently licensed for commercial production.
SEAGLIDER FUNDAMENTALS
Underwater gliders use self-controlled buoyancy to alternately sink and rise while converting a portion of the gravitational motive force to horizontal motion using wings. Wings are their propellers, holding them up and giving a forward push as they descend and conversely holding them down while pushing forward as they climb. Unlike sail-planes in the atmosphere, underwater gliders make themselves buoyant at the bottom of a dive in order to glide as they climb back to the sea surface. Seaglider and its relatives Slocum and Spray are designed to glide along steeply sloped paths as opposed to the gentle glide paths of high-performance aeronautical gliders. Rather than simply trying to go as far as possible horizontally before landing as aeronautical gliders do, the dual objectives of an oceanographic glider are to both profile and change location. The relatively steep glide path of Seaglider (in the range 1:1 to 1:5) is by design much steeper than the typical slope of naturally occurring property surfaces within the ocean on scales that are large compared to Seaglider dimensions.

Long range and endurance as well as effective navigation are achieved by traveling only somewhat faster than ocean currents. Propulsive energy provided by buoyancy is ultimately dissipated through hydrodynamic drag. Because drag typically varies quadratically with speed, mission range and endurance for a fixed energy supply vary inversely with speed and its square, respectively. (Seaglider’s hull drag is proportional to \( [\text{speed}]^{3/2} \), implying mission range and endurance are proportional to \( [\text{speed}]^{-1/2} \) and \( [\text{speed}]^{-3/2} \), respectively.) The practical lower limit to speed and upper limit to range is the average current speed over the depth range of a dive-climb cycle. A glider encountering a swifter average current than its own speed cannot navigate to arbitrary locations, though it may effectively operate in a downstream survey mode.

Seagliders operate completely autonomously during each dive cycle while descending as deep as 1-km depth. From a Global Positioning System (GPS) fix and an onboard file of targets, a glider chooses a glide slope and a compass heading along which to dead reckon underwater. Vehicle pitch and heading are controlled by moving the battery pack fore/aft or rotating it to tilt the wings. Typical turn radii are about 30 m. Seagliders collect measurements during both the dive and climb phases of the dive cycle at temporal rates determined by a file of depth ranges. When the glider reaches its target depth (as determined by a map or an acoustic range from the bottom), it pitches from pointing below to above horizontal and pumps oil from a reservoir inside the pressure hull to an external swim bladder. Inflating the bladder increases vehicle volume displacement to make the glider buoyant so that it climbs to the sea surface. Once there, it transmits all data from the dive cycle (and any files previously unsent) to a base station computer (typically ashore) and receives any control files resident there. After a few minutes communicating, another dive cycle starts, lasting from a fraction of an hour to a fraction of a day.

Lithium primary batteries power Seagliders. The 17 megajoules on board the most advanced models are enough to power them for nearly a year in lightly stratified regions. Stronger stratification and swift currents both require higher rates of energy consumption. "Half a knot on half a watt" is not far from reality, although, just as with any vehicle, "your mileage may vary."

The original Virtual Mooring Glider recorded only temperature and seawater electrical conductivity (from which salinity and density can be calculated). Thanks to industrial partners included in the NOPP support, sensors to detect dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll fluorescence, and optical backscatter were added. Battery consumption is limited by the duty cycle for the onboard processor and instrumentation. Even near the surface, for a majority of time, only the trickle of current necessary to maintain the processor in low-power sleep is consumed. At depth, where sampling rates are typically lower, the computer and sensors are on for...
only a few seconds of every minute. Average vertical speeds can be as low as 0.05 m s⁻¹, so vertical resolution can be as fine as 3 m even when samples are taken only every minute.

It is by design that all three AOSN-sponsored gliders are similarly diminutive (~ 50-kg mass). They are light enough to be handled manually by two persons without need for power-assist equipment to launch and recover at sea. Small size economizes both fabrication and operation, two properties favorable to their use in distributed ocean observing arrays.

**THE COMMUNICATIONS SAGA**

Underwater gliders became practical to develop once several key technologies external to oceanography became available. The constellation of GPS satellites necessary for glider navigation was operational, and lithium batteries had become relatively safe a decade prior to Seaglider development, but low-power, globally remote, two-way communication has only become a reality this decade. Seagliders used cellular telephone modems to relay commands and data until the Iridium system rose from bankruptcy and found a niche market of providing communications from remote locations. Our NOPP grant through the US National Science Foundation (NSF) and additional support from ONR enabled the transition to satellite, hence global, communications.

Until the advent of low-Earth-orbit satellite communications, oceanographers had to rely on Système Argos to return data from sea at the still painfully low rate of a couple of hundred bytes per day and were unable to send commands to platforms at sea. Motorola Corporation developed the Iridium system for roughly $7 billion and launched the service in November 1998, charging about $3,000 for a hand set and $6 per minute for connect time. Data service was promised quarter after quarter, but bankruptcy was declared in August 1999. Fortunately, our NOPP project was predicated on using cellular phone service in the inland waters of western Washington, Puget Sound.

Iridium prepared plans in April 2000 to de-orbit its constellation of 88 satellites after failing to sell the system. (Radio astronomers were delighted, since Iridium operates in the same frequency band as the universally abundant hydroxyl radical.) After bankruptcy court cancelled debt claims, the assets were purchased for a mere $25 million by a group of investors. The new Iridium quickly obtained a contract to provide 20,000 phones to US government personnel that paid half their operating costs. Most significant to oceanographers, they turned on the long-awaited data service in June 2001.

In an era when terrestrial data transfer rates are measured in millions of bytes per second, Iridium’s maximum throughput rate of ~ 200 bytes per second is slow. However, it represents a speed improvement of roughly 100,000 over that available to oceanographers through Argos. Moreover, two-way communication is now practical so that platforms can be remotely controlled well over the horizon. Thanks to mobile Internet connectivity, we have controlled Seagliders from a laptop in the passenger seat of a moving automobile, among other locations. The standard Argos data service was promised quarter after quarter, but bankruptcy was declared in August 1999. Fortunately, our NOPP project was predicated on using cellular phone service in the inland waters of western Washington, Puget Sound.

Iridium prepared plans in April 2000 to de-orbit its constellation of 88 satellites after failing to sell the system. (Radio astronomers were delighted, since Iridium operates in the same frequency band as the universally abundant hydroxyl radical.) After bankruptcy court cancelled debt claims, the assets were purchased for a mere $25 million by a group of investors. The new Iridium quickly obtained a contract to provide 20,000 phones to US government personnel that paid half their operating costs. Most significant to oceanographers, they turned on the long-awaited data service in June 2001.

In an era when terrestrial data transfer rates are measured in millions of bytes per second, Iridium’s maximum throughput rate of ~ 200 bytes per second is slow. However, it represents a speed improvement of roughly 100,000 over that available to oceanographers through Argos. Moreover, two-way communication is now practical so that platforms can be remotely controlled well over the horizon. Thanks to mobile Internet connectivity, we have controlled Seagliders from a laptop in the passenger seat of a moving automobile, among other locations. The standard Argos data service was promised quarter after quarter, but bankruptcy was declared in August 1999. Fortunately, our NOPP project was predicated on using cellular phone service in the inland waters of western Washington, Puget Sound.

The equally important energy cost amounts to 20–50 joules per kilobyte, low enough that data transfer requires a couple of kilojoules and a few dollars per Seaglider dive cycle.

Once we read in the newspaper that US special forces soldiers were calling in airstrikes in Afghanistan from horseback using Iridium, we were confident that Iridium would be around long enough to be of use to Seagliders. Implementation of Iridium telemetry required both a modem and an antenna, neither of which were readily available when data service was offered. The modem breakthrough came when Clayton Jones of Webb Research Corporation managed to obtain instructions from Motorola on how to convert an Iridium handset into a data modem (hitherto proprietary information) and dashed the “tuned cavity” myth that one provider promulgated about the unsuitably hefty phone casing.

A submersible antenna that would not add unduly to vehicle drag had to be developed. We searched the UW course catalog for a professor who taught a graduate course on antenna design to find our colleague Yasuo Kuga. He cheerfully designed a helical antenna wrapped around a syntactic foam core tuned to take account of the potting compound dielectric properties. The antenna resonates at a frequency between the Iridium and GPS frequencies (conveniently separated by only 2–3%), so that a single element is used for both communication and navigation. The antenna, its coaxial feed, and support require no more buoyancy to raise a meter above the sea surface than is typical for Seaglider propulsion. This circumstance means the energy cost of antenna exposure typically...
is simply the small amount required to pitch the vehicle nose down by moving the battery pack forward, obviating the need to gain more buoyancy from the pumping system.

**BIO-OPTICAL SENSORS**

Seaglider began its life as a tool for physical oceanography. The NOPP challenge was to broaden its measurement capabilities to include properties of interest to biologists, chemists, and environmental managers. Two optical properties of great interest to both the biological and optical communities were chlorophyll $a$ fluorescence and optical backscatter; the former is a proxy for phytoplankton abundance while the latter is a proxy for small particle concentration. Unlike temperature sensors, bio-optical sensors at the time of the 1999 NOPP solicitation were relatively large, heavy, power-hungry, and hydrodynamically draggy (Figure 2)—in other words, completely incompatible with Seaglider. As Ronald Zaneveld commented, the original Sea Tech fluorometers “would have sunk them because of their weight!” We turned to Ron and Casey Moore at WET Labs to design and build a small combination fluorometer-backscatter sensor for Seaglider that would fit in the aft fairing flush with its surface, integrate with the onboard computer, and consume very little energy—a tall order for that time. Although Casey often asked, “Why can’t you make Seaglider bigger?” he persisted, and within a year he had designed a small prototype sensor that was immediately dubbed the “hockey puck” for its shape and size (a cylinder roughly one-third more voluminous than its sporting namesake). While this version measured only chlorophyll $a$ fluorescence, through consultation with partner Emmanuel Boss at Oregon State University, WET Labs came up with a creative design whereby light sources and detectors were shared to measure three parameters (chlorophyll $a$ fluorescence plus optical backscattering at blue and red wavelengths) with only two LEDs and two detectors. This “clover leaf” model has been the optical workhorse of almost all Seaglider missions to date. Further engineering ultimately produced a low-power version of the puck that measured three parameters without sharing LEDs or detectors, enabling a Seaglider to incorporate two pucks that measure a total of six fluorescence and optical backscattering parameters. The “hockey puck,” now commercially marketed as the ECO Puck™ (Environmental Characterization Optics Puck), was a major success of the NOPP program. Offered by WET Labs, its Web site description reads: “These instruments incorporate a variety of options within a single basic design. The Puck is specifically designed for applications such as AUVs, gliders, and profiling floats, where space and power requirements are critical.” Not only did NOPP nurture Seaglider, but it also nurtured development of a commercial sensor that today plays a widespread role in autonomous ocean observing.

**DISSOLVED OXYGEN SENSORS**

Together with industrial partner Sea-Bird Electronics and NOPP support, we added an oxygen sensor into the standard sensing suite for Seagliders. As with the conductivity and temperature sensors, Sea-Bird produced specialized versions for adaptation on Seaglider. In order to reduce power consumption, all three sensors are exposed to water flushed past or through them by the forward speed of the glider. Although this approach requires raw signals to be processed for speed-sensitive response corrections, the power savings are.
considerable. In Sea-Bird’s preferred water-column profiling configurations, sensors are exposed by pumping samples past them at a known rapid rate. Yet even with the presently offered pump (much more efficient than the one available more than a decade ago during Seaglider design), energy consumption of a continuously pumped system is equivalent to roughly a third of the overall Seaglider energy budget.

Sea-Bird approached the NOPP project partnership in a novel and generous manner that provided the Seaglider with needed instrumentation while at the same time insulating it from the contractual complications of product development with a university. Rather than accept a subcontract from UW for development activities, Sea-Bird President Norge Larson had his company contribute engineering support to the specialized Seaglider versions of Sea-Bird sensors in anticipation of realizing the return of future instrument sales for Seagliders. Ultimately, Sea-Bird furnished specialized sensor instrumentation to all three AOSN glider developers and is currently offering a single, stand-alone module for commercial versions of these vehicles.

The Sea-Bird oxygen sensor employed on Seagliders is a Clark electrode. Subsequent to NOPP support, an optical quenching measurement of dissolved oxygen has been developed and offered commercially by Aanderaa Data Instruments and is called the Optode. These two sensors have been installed together on a few Seagliders with the benefit that their performance in collecting oxygen profiles can be compared and mutually calibrated. As with seawater conductivity, the ability of Seagliders to routinely profile while both diving and climbing through the water column enables more accurate evaluation of sensor response than if samples were collected in only one profile direction.

**SMART AND SMARTER SOFTWARE**

Seagliders use a relatively primitive processor, chosen for its low-power characteristics, that provides the approximate computing power of a 1980s vintage personal computer. The incorporation of additional sensors naturally required increasingly complex software, but experiences of loss and near-loss of equipment provided extra motivation to develop more sophisticated software. A pair of Seagliders launched in the Labrador Sea in September 2003, upgraded in sensor complement by NOPP support, began reporting “file open” errors in December while attempting to cross from offshore problems, both gliders ultimately went silent. A few weeks after the problems began, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) reported touchdown of a pair of robotic landers on Mars and reported similar software problems. In their case, fortunately, multiple onboard processors allowed confused computers to be rebooted by one another. Seagliders, with a single processor, were unable to do this. Six months after their disappearance, we received a voice mail early one morning on the office telephone stating flatly, “This is the police in Disko Bay, Greenland. We have your instrument. It’s pink. What you want us to do with it?” This Seaglider was shipped home to Seattle, refurbished, shipped back to Greenland, and launched in the Labrador Sea again the following spring.

NOPP support enabled us to enhance software reliability considerably. The code was reconfigured to reboot if locked up, triggered by a watchdog timing circuit requiring periodic “petting.” In addition, complete compiled versions of the glider code could be downloaded remotely via Iridium and run, enabling revisions to be substituted during a mission. A particularly dramatic example came from Seaglider’s

"THANKS TO THE INITIAL DEVELOPMENTS UNDER NOPP, SEAGLIDER TECHNOLOGY IS BEING EXTENDED TO INCLUDE WORK UNDER ICE, EXCURSIONS TO THE BOTTOM OF THE OPEN DEEP OCEAN, AND INDIVIDUAL MISSIONS LASTING OVER A YEAR AND RUNNING CONTINUOUSLY."
first eastern hemisphere mission, part of a US Navy exercise in the Kuroshio. The bug was a long forgotten line of code that forced GPS fix longitudes to be interpreted as in the western hemisphere, requiring a new ~ 300 kbyte version of glider code to be sent across the Pacific and executed on a solitary glider drifting at several knots in the Kuroshio. Happily, the new version solved the problem and the Seaglider performed its mission through the most severe typhoon to reach Japan in a decade. Our ONR program manager proudly briefed ten stars’ worth of admirals on the Seaglider that chugged unruffled through winds and seas that forced the exercise’s ships and airplanes to seek safe havens.

Thanks in part to improved software, a Seaglider launched September 24, 2004, in Davis Strait extended the mission endurance and range record for AUVs to seven months plus one week, and 3,750 km through the water (Eriksen and Rhines, 2008). This glider collected sections along transects the length and breadth of the Labrador Sea and encountered eddies strong enough to trap it. Fortunately, due to reliability upgrades largely funded by our NOPP grant, it was able to escape the eddies and return to the edge of the Greenland continental shelf offshore its capital, Nuuk, to be recovered (Eriksen and Rhines, 2008; Hátún et al., 2007). (A Seaglider launched in the Gulf of Alaska near Ocean Station Papa at the end of August 2008 has surpassed the endurance record for a successfully completed AUV mission set in the Labrador Sea and will set a new one of 9.5 months if recovered in mid June 2009, as planned.)

**SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS**

Seaglider undertook its first mission with the newly acquired “hockey puck” fluorometer in August 2000 in Monterey Bay, California. For five days it profiled the transect in Figure 3a, occasionally veering off course due to strong currents associated with the Monterey Canyon but faithfully correcting course and reporting data and position after every dive. One of the interesting features observed in this early mission was phytoplankton thin layers that appeared to be hydrodynamically concentrated and dispersed (Figure 3b). Similar features that extend for tens of kilometers and persist for weeks have since been observed by Seagliders off the Washington coast. Within the next year, the new “clover leaf” combination fluorescence and optical backscattering sensor was incorporated into Seaglider, which was then deployed for longer missions off the Washington coast.

As originally conceived, our NOPP project was to help state and county government agencies in detecting hypoxic conditions and siting a major metropolitan sewage outfall by using

![Figure 3. Monterey Bay deployment of three Seagliders in August 2000, the first multi-glider demonstration experiment. (a) Tracks of three Seagliders. Seaglider S/N 004 (blue symbols) was fitted with a prototype fluorometer "puck." (b) Chlorophyll a fluorescence along the section on the south rim of Monterey Canyon.](image-url)
Seagliders to survey oxygen and plankton distributions in Puget Sound. In practice, swift tidal currents and large density contrasts between riverine and oceanic waters proved quite challenging for Seagliders. Battery drain in such conditions constrained missions to only about a month’s duration, requiring considerable effort to continuously resolve seasonal and interannual differences. Boat traffic posed an additional challenge. After losing two gliders in one week, presumably due to collision, we decided to abandon inland waters for the open sea.

The first mission off the coast began in April 2002; Seaglider was launched at the mouth of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and programmed to make its way offshore. The plan was to have it head southwest across the Washington continental shelf and into waters overlying the slope (which it did); however, fighting the tidal currents across the continental shelf took almost two weeks and expended considerable battery power. Because of its extended coastal proximity and the productive season (spring), hundreds of barnacles settled on the hull. These factors led us to make future deployments in deeper water at the continental shelf edge. By making most dives to 1-km depth, to our relief, neither barnacle nor algal fouling was experienced again off the Washington coast. Unlike moored upper ocean instruments, euphotic zone exposure is typically ~ 10% or much less for Seagliders in deep water, enabling half-year missions free from fouling. Some of the findings from a multi-year sequence of multi-month Seaglider deployments are reported in the special issue of *Limnology and Oceanography* (Dickey et al., 2008; Perry et al., 2008) that focuses on science accomplishments of autonomous and Lagrangian platforms and sensors.

The near continuous time series of Washington continental slope sections (more than five years long at this writing) is sufficient to describe dramatic interannual signals, such as the ebb and flow of upper-ocean alongshore transport (Figure 4). While the net alongshore transport in the upper 1 km is indistinguishably small, episodes lasting several months with amplitudes of ~ 5–20 Sverdrups dominate the record, dwarfing any seasonal cycle. Proximity to the bifurcation of West Wind Drift into subpolar and subtropical gyres and the wobble of these gyres is a likely source of strong variability.

Incorporation of oxygen and bio-optical sensors on Seagliders has enabled studies of carbon flux inferred from the structure and temporal evolution of the measured signals in the upper ocean. Craig Lee (University of Washington, pers. comm., 2008) used Seagliders during the three-month 2008 North Atlantic spring bloom study to identify major carbon flux events, observable to depths of 900 m. Nicholson et al. (2008) used a sequence of repeat survey sections near the Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) site to diagnose variations in dissolved oxygen, relate them to local generation, and constrain estimates of diffusive oxygen flux in part of the water column. Successful Seaglider missions at the HOT site prompted the University of Hawaii to become the first owners and operators of Seagliders outside UW.

The original plan for NOPP had

---

**Figure 4.** Alongshore transport in the upper 1 km from 47°N, 128°W to the continental shelf edge off Washington (~ 230 km) estimated in 110 sections over 5+ years. Bar width indicates duration of each section. 1 Sv = 10⁶ m³ s⁻¹ volume transport.
envisioned two pucks, one measuring chlorophyll fluorescence and the other optical backscatter. Consequently, the Seaglider aft fairing was constructed with two holes—one for each puck—to be positioned side by side. Because the “clover leaf” design was so successful, allowing both fluorescence and backscatter to be measured on a single puck, for many years the second hole was occupied with a dummy plug. For the 2008 North Atlantic spring bloom experiment, a second puck was added to Seagliders—an ECO Puck with a redundant chlorophyll fluorometer, a fluorometer for chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM), and a third wavelength of optical backscatter. During this experiment, four Seagliders were launched southwest of Iceland in early April, prior to the start of the bloom. They were tasked to follow two Lagrangian mixed-layer floats instrumented with a more complete suite of bio-optical sensors and to provide a larger environmental context. For two months, they faithfully followed one float until it had to be retrieved (Seaglider track in Figure 5), but remained for an additional month, doing survey grids and continuing to follow bloom dynamics through late June. When early results of this experiment were presented at the Ocean Carbon and Biogeochemistry workshop in July 2008, a senior oceanographer who had been heavily involved in the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) made the comment that it looked like JGOFS had been replicated, but this time by robots!

**IMPACTS AND OUTREACH**

The original NOPP grant supported two graduate students, one each at UW and the University of Maine. With the proliferation of Seagliders and additional products, additional graduate students (now nine) and postdocs (two) at our universities are gaining experience in studying the ocean with Seagliders. As part of their training, they learn how to interpret data uniquely collected by gliders. Sensor data offer additional challenges and opportunities, for example, interpreting chlorophyll fluorescence quenching (Sackmann et al., 2008) and developing new protocols for sensor calibration (Craig Lee, University of Washington, pers. comm., 2008).

Outreach activities have been many and varied, ranging from talks in elementary schools to public lectures at universities and articles published in print and electronic media from the local college newspaper to popular technology publications in multiple languages. When the Chief of Naval Research testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities in March 2005, ONR chose to have a Seaglider as one of the two exhibits it was allowed (the other was body armor for Marines) (Figure 6).

The demand for Seagliders has steadily grown since the start of our NOPP grant, both within and outside UW. In response, the Seaglider Fabrication Center (SFC) was established at UW to fabricate and service vehicles as well as to train personnel to handle and pilot them. Customers have included scientists at other universities and the Naval Oceanographic Office. The SFC was created as an interim step to full commercialization to satisfy the need to...
provide Seagliders to the ocean community while maintaining reliability and incorporating new technology developments as they become fully tested by UW research groups. The transition to commercialization was begun in June 2008 with the licensing of Seaglider technology to iRobot Corporation of Bedford, MA.
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